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Glossary 
Term Description 

A personal name or corporate body. Placing this name as a value in 
the Find field and selecting the [Author] button matches it to the 
author-authority file.  This value may be truncated, e.g., "Ein,Al" for 
Albert Einstein, “Gen Elect” for General Electric. 

Author 

Tasks done in technical services and at the circulation desk. A “Back 
Office User” is the same as a “Staff User”. Back Office 

A computer readable code, placed on library items and found on some 
borrowers’ cards that is used to speed circulation. Placing this number 
as the value in the Find field and selecting the [Bar Code] button 
matches it to the index of Bar Code values. The software will also test 
if the bar code is an acceptable bar code value, e.g., not a patron's bar 
code. This value cannot be truncated.   

Bar Code 

A temporary file of MARC bibliographic records. These records are 
being processed (imported or edited) and not yet exposed in the OPAC.Batch 

A number that CyberTools software assigns to a batch.  Batch Number         
(or, Batch #)  

A sequence of numbers and letters, usually affixed to a library item, 
usually composed of a classification number followed by additional 
notation. Placing this number as the value in the Circulation functions 
Find field and selecting the [Call #] button matches it to the index of 
Call Numbers. This value may be truncated but must be in context, for 
example, "WB 115 H323" for all editions of Harrison's Principles of 
internal medicine.   

Call Number          
(or, Call #) 

An add-on to the full Staff User that increases staff access at a lower 
cost than that of a full Staff User. The Circulation-Only User enables 
the library to add a concurrent system user who can perform 
Circulation activities.   

Circulation-Only User 

A number also commonly called the OCLC number. It is the value 
found at MARC bibliographic tag 001. Placing this number as the value 
in the Find field and selecting the [Control#] button matches it to the 
index of MARC bib tag 001 Control Number. This value can be left-
truncated. Example: ocm54501403 can be found as 54501403.   

Control Number      
(or, Control #) 

A unique number assigned by publishers. ISBN=International Standard 
Book Number; ISSN=International Standard Serial Number. Placing 
this number as the value in the Find field and then selecting 
[ISBN/ISSN] matches it to the index of ISSN and ISBN Numbers. This 
value cannot be truncated. 

ISBN/ISSN 

An item is also referred to as a holding, a holding record, or a copy. A 
title can have one bibliographic record, but many items. Every bib 
record that represents a physical entity must have at least one item 
attached to it, except that bibs for online resources do not have items. 
A bib record can have multiple items (circulating copy; reference copy; 
office copy, etc.).  

Item 
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Item Number          
(or, Item #) 

A number assigned by this software to each item. Placing this number 
as the value in the Find field and selecting [Item#] matches it to a list of 
Item Numbers. This value cannot be truncated. 

Java 

A portable programming language. CyberTools uses Java (as well as 
other software) to express the library software via a browser or a local 
Java client. Java is also integral to fully interactive intranet applications 
and other e-business solutions that are the foundation of corporate 
computing. Java software for your computer, or the Java Runtime 
Environment, is also referred to as the Java Runtime, Runtime 
Environment, JRE, Java Virtual Machine, Virtual Machine, Java VM, 
JVM, VM, or Java download. Java is produced by Sun Corporation and 
can be downloaded for free at http://java.com/ . 

LCCN 

The Library of Congress Control Number is a unique value assigned to 
a bibliographic or authority entity by the U.S. Library of Congress. It is 
usually found with copyright information on the verso of the title page. 
Placing this number as the value in the Find field and selecting the 
[LCCN] button matches it to the index of MARC bib tag 010, the 
Library of Congress Control Number. This value cannot be truncated. 

MARC 
Machine-Readable Cataloging, a standard file format in the library 
environment developed in the 1960s by the U.S. Library of Congress. 
LC MARC has evolved into MARC 21, the present standard used by 
most library computer software. 

MARC # 

A number assigned to a MARC bibliographic record by CyberTools. 
Useful for looking up bibs, or in communication with CyberTools 
Support. Placing this number as the value in the Find field and 
selecting the [MARC] button matches it to the list of MARC numbers. 
This value cannot be truncated.  

OPAC = Online Public 
Access Catalog 

The searchable window that is viewed by the public to find information 
available through the library. Staff may view the catalog through the 
OPAC or by using the [Search Catalog] function. 

Staff User 
 

Your organization’s CyberTools fees are based on the number of its 
concurrent Staff Users. A Staff User can access any of these functions 
in CyberTools for Libraries: Cataloging, Serials Management, 
Electronic Resources Management (ERM), Circulation, Properties, and 
Reporting, and Ad Hoc Reporting, and the OPAC. Note that each 
library personnel may have their own unique USER ID access to 
functions: the library is limited in terms of concurrent Staff User usage 
according to its agreement with CyberTools. Also known as “Back 
Office User”.  

Title 
The name of a body of work. Placing this name as a value in the Find 
field matches it to the author to the title and series authority files. This 
value may be truncated and out of context, as in "Sci New” for Science 
News, but each word fragment must be greater than one character.   

User Interface = UI The layer of software that the user sees and interacts with directly. 

Z39.50 
An information server. NISO defines this as a standard way for two 
computers to communicate and share information. CyberTools 
employs Z39.50 to share and download bibs.  
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